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January 14, 2010

William (Bill) H. Healy, Jr.
Vice President - Ruby Pipeline Engineering
EI Paso Westem Pipelines
Two North Nevada, 14thFloor
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Loren H. Locher
Regional Director, State Govemment Affairs
EI Paso Westem Pipes
7776 S. Pointe Par1tway W., Suite 185
Phoenix, AZ 85044

RE: Ruby Pipeline Project
Conditional Use Permit - Brigham City, Utah (Application # 3177)

Dear Mr. Healy and Mr. Locher,

We look forward to the meeting on January 19, 2010 to discuss the safety of Brigham City and
its residents regarding the proposed routing of the Ruby Pipeline project. The following is a list
of issues that have not been adequately addressed with the Planning Commission. I hope this
information is helpful in preparing to meet with us .

.1. Safety of life, possible serious injury, and damage to private an.d public property is
our primary concern involving the Ruby Pipeline.

Compressed natural gas is a DOT Class 2 hazardous material. We feel that the pipeline should
be in compliance with normal quantity distance (QD) requirements applicable to concentrations
of hazardous materials. The QD requirements protect against mass explOSive, fire, and
projection hazards. We are currently doing some preliminary calculations of QD distances for a
42 inch line at 1600 pSi. However, your own tragedies with recent gas line explosions clearly
provide undisputed facts. The Bushland, Texas pipeline explosion shook homes, melted
window blinds and shot flames hundreds of feet into the air. One house was destroyed and
several others were damaged. Three people were injured in the blast. The explosion near
Carlsbad, N.M., kliled 12 individuals. A blast in the year 2000 left a 20 foot deep crater 86 feet
by 46 feet in size. A 49-foot section of the pipe was ejected from the crater in three pieces
measuring approximately 3 feet, 20 feet, and 26 feet in length. The largest piece was found
about 287 feet northwest of the crater. These results are from a 30 inch pipeline and would
drastically increase with a 42 inch line. There are several other incidents that can be cited.
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The proposed Ruby Pipeline is designed to be constructed on a very steep slope on our
mountains to the east of Brigham City and then parallels residential development on the east
bench coming very close to them and other critical public utilities. The proposed line goes
through some projected housing developinents that are critical to the development of our small
city. We have a list of several homes that are well within 500 feet of the pipeline. There are
homes that are only 340 feet of the pipeline. There would be homes even closer on the upper
road of our Kotter Canyon Subdivision as the homes are finished. These homes are well within
a aD distance for oors classification. The pipeline is also in close proximity to one of our
water supplies. The safety issue is further amplified since the proposed pipeline is crossing the
Bri9ham segment of the Wasatch Fault (earth quake fault line). Recent seismic activity in the
county bolsters our fear that a very large event is imminent The Brigham segment is the most
overdue fault in Utah. It is not a matter of if the fault will shift, but when, which raises the risk
that the pipeline, however well engineered, will fail.

It is the City's concern that'the proposed path of the Ruby Pipeline places Brigham City
residents at an unacceptable risk of life, serious injury, and damage to private and public
property. Brigham City could sustain irreparable harm unless the pipeline is relocated. The
interests of EI Paso Western Pipelines and its customers, and the opportunity to continue the
project must be balanced with the interests of Brigham City residents and the mandate" of
Brigham City to protect its residents' health, safety, and welfare. Life safety and property risks
must be mitigated in a manner acceptable to Brigham City.

2. Other significant issues pertaining to the Health, Safety, and General Welfare of
Brigham City and Its residents (see attachment for explanations).

A. Brigham City's water sources.
B. Compliance and performance.
C. Increased wlnerability and potential for landslides and soil erosion.
D. Distance of s8fety valves.

These issues are of an upmost importance to Brigham City and merits serious consideration on
behalf of the health, safety, and general welfare of the residents of Brigham City.

Sincerely,

~)~J.i:
Cc: Brigham City Council

Brigham City Planning Commission
Rob Bishop, U.S. Congressman
Bob Bennett, U.S. Senator
Orrin Hatch, U.S. Senator
Jon Wellinghoff, FERC Commission Chair
Philip D. Moeller, FERC Commissioner
Marc Spitzer, FERC Commissioner
John R. NOrriS,FERC Commissioner
Kimberly D. Bose, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
David Swearingen, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Jeffrey Wiese, USOOT PHMSA
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Chris Hoidal, PHMSA Pipeline Safety, Western Region Office
Terry Larsen, PHMSA Pipeline Safety, Western Region Office
Tom Finch, PHMSA Pipeline Safety, Western Region Office
Bruce Leonard, Brigham City Administrator
Paul Larsen, Brigham City Community & Economic Development Director
Jared Johnson, Brigham City Community Development Manager
Jim Buchanan, Brigham City Emergency Service Director
Kirk. Morgan, Brigham City Attomey
Mark. Bradley, Brigham City Planner

Encl. Attachment (explanation of item # 2)
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ATTACHMENT

Ruby Pipeline Project
Conditional Use Pennit - Brigham City, Utah (Application # 3177)

A. Brigham City's water sources.

The integrity of Brigham City's water sources is at risk. Beecher Springs, Flat Bottom Canyon
Well and fUture well sites at Bowden and Kotter Canyons are primary and key resources to
Brigham City. If distribution routes are altered, critical implications are made to the City's water
sources and irreplaceable investments.

The response by Ruby Pipeline, "If water from springs is encountered during constnlction either
in the grading operations or ditching operations it will be diverted to its natural flow" may sound
politically correct, but it is unacceptable for the responsibility and stewardship of Brigham City to
its residents. When altered there is a consequence and high percentage of an inverse impact
and loss to the system. The loss of water rights is damage to Brigham City.

There are undeveloped springs located near the top of Flat Bottom Canyon. The proposed
alignment on aerial photography identifle& the pipeline traversing through this area. When
Brigham City obtained a 404 Pennit for the development of Beecher Springs, the U.S. Anny
Corps of Engineers made as a condition that "Brigham City will not develop the upper 'hillside
springs' and will allow flow from these springs to continue to flow into Flat Bottom Canyon.' The
Corps recognized a connection of the two water sources. The pennit also stated that "Brigham
City will provide an unrestricted flow from Beecher Spring development ... into the Flat Bottom
channel" to keep the existing downstream riparian vegetation from drying up. A legal
description of the "hillside springs' with deed restrictions was required to be recorded with the
county.

B. Compliance and performance.

According to several publications (Denver Post, Los Angeles Times, Bloomberg), EI Paso Corp.
was fined a record $2.3 million for violating federal safety rules. This fine is the largest ever
against a pipeline company by the Transportation Departmenfs PipeliJJ&JInd Hazardous
Materials Administration.

"Federal requirements are in place to provide protections for America's most important assets -
its citizens," Transportation Secretary Ray laHood said in a statement "The Department will
hold pipeline operators accountable for the safety of those who live and work in the vicinity of
their systems, and negligence will not be tolerated." - Los Angeles Times, December 1, 2009

life lost through negligence cannot be replaced. At both the November 17, 2009 and
December 15, 2009, Planning Commission meetings, Ruby Pipeline personnel expressed
safety procedures will be followed and that Brigham City cannot dictate safety measures. The
company's track record is less than acceptable when placing the life end safety of Brigham City
residents at risk.
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C. Increased vulnerabHIty and polenttBl for landslides and soil erosion.

There are two major safety concerns with the Ruby Project on the east bench of Brigham City.

(1) Additional excavation cuts to aid the trench cuts across the east face of the mountain will be
made not only to provide a trench for the pipe, but also to provide a "safety" measure to catch
falling rocks, equipment and the storage of ·spoils·. These additional cuts will gready increase
the potential of a landslide. The east bench has experienced several landslides as the result of
heavy storm events (rain and sleet) that has hit the bench over the past 20 years. As a result of
these events and the steep terrain, mud/debris has flowed out of the various canyons and
mountain faces into the subdivisions below. Private property has been destroyed and damaged
as a result of these events. The last one occurred in June 2007 and caused private property
damage directly below the Flat Bottom canyon area of the project.

The 2009 Pre Mitigation Plan recendy adopted by the city in December of 2009 identifies the
east bench above Brigham City as a landslide potential. This decision is based upon past
hiStory of the bench and input from the State of Utah Geological organizations. This plan was
developed by Brigham City and the Bear River Association of Governments. This plan has also
been approved by the State of Utah, Division of Homeland Security and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency.

The submitted geotechnical response does not address these concerns to Brigham City's
satisfaction. Ruby pipeline proposed solutions to deal with these slope concerns does not
address the vulnerability of the east bench, In fact it appears that these additional cuts will
greedy increase the potential for landslides and thus the potential for property damage and loss
of live. With these cuts, Brigham City has no way of providing protection to those residents who
live below the proposed project.

The Ruby Pipeline design needs to re-address these issues and look for an alternative to
decrease the number of excavation cuts and the storing of spoils on the east bench instead of
increasing them.

Furthermore, the Planning Commission has expressed valid concems on how the extensive
cuts will be restored and how they will be made stable and not vulnerable to land slides. Ruby
Pipeline's responses are inadequate. Brigham City expects geotechnical engineers to address
these valid issues in a specific detailed manner. -

(2) The Rocky Mountain Power project is still underway and there are major concerns with the
amount of soil that has been disturbed with this project and the potendal for landslide. Rocky
Mountain Power project has a mitigation plan that has been approved by the city; however, this
plan was approved based upon the fact that once the soils, vegetation blankets and other slope
mitigation measures were undertaken, there would be no other work on the benches about the
city. This would have allowed the vegetation blankets and other seeding project to take hold. It
is estimated that it will take one year for the seed to actually stop or slow soils movement after
planting.

The Ruby Pipeline project will now come in and potentially disturb this already unstable ground,
the slope mitigation work and the vegetation blankets that have already been installed. The
Ruby project calls for the development of berms, debris basin and other measures to control the
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potential water run off. Brigham City is very concerned that· directing water 8JN8yfrom the Ruby
project will send this water into already unstable soils left from the Rocky Mountain Project and
into the homes and private property below.

The Ruby plan also states that water will be directed 8JN8yon stable soils. This may be good,
but it will be increasing the amount of water that will be flowing over these stable soils. If the
stable soils can handle the normal amount of water, will they be able to handle double, triple or
an unknown amount of water? This uncertainty, in the minds of Brigham City, puts our
residents at risk and there is no mitigation measures that can be undertaken to protect them.

D. Distance of safety valves.

The placement of safety valves approximately 6 miles apart, at the crossings of S.R. 38 and
U.S. 89191 is unacceptable to Brigham City due to the high density of both existing and
proposed residential development in close proximity to the pipeline. It appears that the
locations are based on the ease of access for Ruby Pipeline personnel, not safety of Brigham
City residents or protection of property. Our research indicates that in past pipeline failures
resuHing in explosions and fires, damage occurs from (1) pressure from the initial blast, and (2)
heat from the subsequent fire. Although there is no way to mitigate the effects of the
overpressures created by the initial blast, the risk from heat and attendant fire can be mitigated
by a closer placement of relief valves. We are currently having an independent assessment
done to compare the impact from a pipeline failure on the slopes above Brigham City with valve
locations as proposed by Ruby Pipeline, with impacts from failure with valve locations as
proposed by Brigham City. We feel confident that placement of valves as proposed by the City
will provide much more security and protection for these residents and structures than the plan
proposed by Ruby Pipeline. We request that any final decision be delayed until the City can
receive and review the results of our analysis.


